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Introduction 

 Erin the bartender and the fantasy football league 
◦ “You know football, I know math.  Let’s work together.” 

  

 Data scientists don’t understand CBP’s world.  CBP often doesn’t understand how 
to apply data science.  Collaboration is key. 

  

 This talk shares several lessons learned over years of  working in data analytics with 
CBP. 
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1. You need data to do data analytics. 

 Example #1: Border crossing anomaly detection 
◦ We wanted to look for patterns/anomalies, but learned that south-bound crossing data is 

not even recorded. 
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 Example #2: Automated threat recognition modules 
◦ Supervised machine learning needs ground truth, but no database of  seizure results exists. 



2. Correlating multiple data sets may yield much more 
interesting results than analyzing a single data set. 
 

 Example #1: Correlate phone data with border crossing data 
◦ Phone records or border crossing data can be interesting by themselves, but much more 

interesting when we correlate the information. 
◦ Who are people calling after they cross the border?  If  they have a pattern but then deviate, 

who are they calling? 
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1. PN: 1603903XXXX (Unpursued) 
       QE: 1.426 
2. PN: 162420XXXX (Arrested)    
       QE:1.418 
3. PN: 1904481XXXX (Arrested)  
       QE: 1.416 
4. PN: 1425486XXXX (Arrested)  
       QE: 1.415 
5. PN: 160533XXXX (Arrested)  
       QE: 1.414 

 Example #2: Quality of  evidence 
analytic 
◦ Data triage based on presence of  person’s 

data showing up in multiple data sets 



3. Data analytics are more powerful when agencies work 
together to share data. 
 

 Example #1: Homeland Security Investigations identifies patterns of  behavior 
based on post-seizure analysis.  Why not use those patterns to interdict? 
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 Example #2: GPS tracking data from 
industry 
◦ Could be used to identify suspicious behavior 

in the supply chain 



4. Analytics are no good if you can’t create a usable tool 
for the end user. 

 Example #1: Drug seizure analysis 
◦ User: “How do I search?” 
◦ Developer: “You can query the ElasticSearch 

node using REST API calls through the Kibana 
dashboard developer tool window.” 

◦ User:  “Huh?” 
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 Example #2: Third-party software, IP, 
licensing fees 
◦ Software applications can lock the 

customer into a dependence on a third 
party 



5. Analytics are no good if you don’t use the results. 

 Example #1: In-bond electronic seal pilot 
◦ Truck went outside designated corridor between Laredo and Detroit, but no policy was in 

place to handle the violation. 
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 Example #2: Multi-energy portal 
installations 
◦ When portals are installed in pre-primary, what 

shifts will we see in commercial commerce at 
the port and neighboring ports? 

  



Questions? 
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